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Abstract Measured meteorological time series are frequently used to obtain information7

about climate dynamics. We use time series analysis and nonlinear system identification8

methods in order to assess outdoor-environment bioclimatic conditions starting from the9

analysis of long historical meteorological data records. We investigate and model the stochas-10

tic and deterministic properties of 117 years (1891-2007) of monthly measurements of air11

temperature, precipitation and sunshine duration by separating their slow and fast compo-12

nents of the dynamics. In particular, we reconstruct the trend behaviour at long terms by13

modelling its dynamics via a phase space dynamical systems approach. The long-term re-14

construction method reveals that an underlying dynamical system would drive the trend15

behaviour of the meteorological variables and in turn of the calculated Universal Thermal16

Climatic Index (UTCI), as representative of bioclimatic conditions. At longer terms, the17

system would slowly be attracted to a limit cycle characterized by 50-60 years cycle fluctu-18

ations that is reminiscent of the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO). Because of lack19

of information about long historical wind speed data we performed a sensitivity analysis of20

the UTCI to three constant wind speed scenarios (i.e., 0.5, 1 and 5 m/s). This methodology21
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may be transferred to model bioclimatic conditions of nearby regions lacking of measured22

data but experiencing similar climatic conditions.23

Keywords UTCI · outdoor environment · time-series · machine learning · AMO24

1 Introduction25

The study of bioclimatic conditions of the outdoor environment is a very important sub-26

ject, in the first instance to understand how climate changes may affect society’s well being27

(Stocker et al., 2013). Bioclimatic assessment has found applications in a multitude of re-28

search areas relating the effects of climate change (Wu et al., 2019) on health and well-being29

(Bröde et al., 2018), epidemiology (Di Napoli et al., 2018), military (Galan and Guedes,30

2019), urban planning, etc. Di Napoli et al. (2018) correlated the Universal Thermal Climate31

Index (henceforth referred to as UTCI) and mortality after intense heat waves in Europe.32

Chinese tourism assessment was also explained by means of UTCI dynamics (Ge et al.,33

2017). In Australia, Coutts et al. (2016) quantified the variability of outdoor environment34

near central business centres in Melbourne. Ndetto and Matzarakis (2015) also used UTCI35

to asses bioclimatic conditions of the urban environment in Tanzania. Eventually, Bröde36

et al. (2012) studied outdoor thermal comfort in Brazil. These studies find practical applica-37

tion for instance to determine the attractiveness of tourist places like coastal and mountain38

towns or health resorts in such areas (Ge et al., 2017; Błażejczyk and Kunert, 2011), as well39

as in ergonomics to determine working conditions in both indoor and outdoor environments40

(Bröde et al., 2018; Sen and Nag, 2019).41

Over 200 bioclimatic indexes were proposed in the last 100 years and used to analyze hu-42

man body’s response to outdoor environmental conditions (de Freitas and Grigorieva, 2017).43

Early methods to assess bioclimate conditions involved simple indexes based on a single pa-44

rameter, e.g. like physical saturation deficit (Thilenius and Dorno, 1925), or Wet Bulb Tem-45

perature Twb (Haldane, 1905). Notice how such variables describe meteorological processes46

rather than bioclimatic conditions. More advanced bioclimatic indexes use human biological47

variables (e.g., body temperature or energy (heat) exchange) in relation to actual meteoro-48

logical conditions in order to derive the Physiological Equivalent Temperature, PET, (Mayer49

and Höppe, 1987), or the UTCI (Błażejczyk et al., 2013; Jendritzky et al., 2012). Many bio-50

climatic indexes are commonly build up using heat exchange (led by sunshine duration), air51

temperature or air humidity (led by precipitation) in parallel with atmospheric pressure and52

wind speed (Fiala et al., 2012; Masterson and Richardson, 1979; Bosford, 1971). In April of53

2009 The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) officially promoted the use of UTCI54

as the most suitable tool for determining bioclimatic conditions at the international sym-55

posium (WMO, 2009). Additionally, in last decade many Polish scientists have used UTCI56

in different parts of Poland and they confirmed that this index is well suited for describing57

conditions of polish climate (Błażejczyk et al., 2010, 2012, 2013; Chabior, 2011; Kuch-58

cik et al., 2013; Okoniewska and Więcław, 2013; Nidzgorska-Lencewicz, 2015; Bryś and59

Ojrzyńska, 2016; Rozbicka and Rozbicki, 2016, 2018). It is worth noticing that quantities60

like sunshine duration, air temperature and precipitation are among the basic meteorolog-61

ical variables used to characterize local and global both weather and climate conditions62

(Brönnimann, 2015). Solar energy reaching Earth’s upper atmosphere is the direct engine of63

the Earth’s climate and its dynamics (Kondratyev, 2013). Air circulation affects the spatial64

and temporal distribution of the above mentioned meteorological quantities and thus it con-65

tributes to sustain Earth’s climate system. Globally, climate conditions depend on mass and66
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energy fluxes, which affect both nature biodiversity at meso and global scales, and outdoor67

bioclimatic conditions for human body at the local scale (Bryś et al., 2020).68

Air temperature is widely recognised to be a fundamental proxy variable for the as-69

sessment of climate conditions and related changes (Stocker et al., 2013). It is linked to70

sunshine (e.g., number of sunny days) and to air mass conditions (i.e. humidity), and so71

indirectly to rainfalls and evaporation processes. There is also increasing evidence about the72

forcing role played by intensive human activity, whose effects are considered to be respon-73

sible for accelerating the rate of climatic changes (Stocker et al., 2013; Brönnimann, 2015).74

Studying long-term air temperature evolution in relation to sunshine duration and precipita-75

tion is thus meaningful from a climatological viewpoint (Flohn, 1957; Girs, 1971; Bryson,76

1974; Groveman and Landsberg, 1979). For example, Wrocław’s climate at specific loca-77

tions results from the interaction between oceanic and continental air masses. Measurements78

at these locations provide an opportunity to better assess bioclimatic variability from obser-79

vations (Kosiba, 1948; Dubicka, 1994). At sufficient large time scales, one would expect the80

link between sunshine duration, precipitation and air temperature to emerge as a slow com-81

ponent of the climate dynamics to which high frequency (correlated) stochastic fluctuations82

are superimposed as fast components. Reconstructing both components dynamics is the first83

step for advancing bioclimatological insights.84

In this work we first extract the deterministic slow component linking precipitation, sun-85

shine duration and temperature dynamics in a mechanistic way and then separate it from the86

fast component that has a high dimensional origin (i.e., eventually stochastic). Notice, that87

for these steps wind data records are only of minor importance as the above variables already88

contain the effect of air circulation. In this sense, wind speed would be a redundant variable.89

However, wind speed is of importance for the calculation of the UTCI where wind velocity90

has a clear effect on body-felt bioclimatic conditions. Analysis of the slow component shows91

that the dynamic is linked to Oceanic Oscillations such the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)92

or Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) (Marsz et al., 2019; Niedźwiedź et al., 2009;93

Malik et al., 2018; Knudsen et al., 2011). Malik et al. (2018) stress that oceanic oscillations94

like AMO, Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) or El-Niño southern oscillation (ENSO) are95

mostly driven by sun activity and influence Sea Surface Temperature (SST) (Otterå et al.,96

2010; Peng et al., 2013; Niedzielski, 2014, 2011). Using the UTCI as reference index, we97

show that successful signal decomposition may not only provide insights about the dynam-98

ics of the climate system at large time scale, but also offer a new methodology to calculate99

bioclimatic indexes at long-terms.100

2 Materials and methods101

2.1 Geographical location and data102

Wrocław (SW Poland) has one of the longest measured time series of air temperature and103

precipitation in the World, its origins began in 1791. These series were reconstructed and104

homogenized from data measured over 10 different locations in Wrocław. The basis of this105

homogenization is from Wrocław university meteorological tower (known as Breslau Stern-106

warte), where measurements were taken in the period 1791-1920. Successive almost 100107

years were homogenized from other 9 stations due to the numerous administrative decisions108

and technological improvements determining location changes. A comprehensive explana-109

tion of this homogenization may be found in the works by Bryś and Bryś (2010a, 2005).110

Here it suffices to say that homogenization and reconstructions techniques enabled to ob-111
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tain an information about other meteorological variables like sunshine duration and water112

vapour pressure. Closer details of how sunshine duration time series (since 1891) were ob-113

tained may also be found in Bryś and Bryś (2003), whereas about water vapour pressure114

(since 1883) we refer to the work of Bryś and Bryś (2001).115

Fig. 1 Localization of analyzed area in Poland (left), with raw-data in years 1891-2007 (right)

Data used in the following work accounts for monthly sums of hours of sunshine dura-116

tion (s) and precipitation (p), as well as monthly averages for air temperature (t) in Wrocław117

for period 1891-2007 (Fig. 1). The above said variables are typically used as a proxy for118

computing other quantities such, solar radiation (R), cloudiness (N), water vapour pressure119

(e), whence the importance of modelling them for forecasting purposes. As far as wind is120

concerned, this variable was extracted from the repository of the Polish Institute of Mete-121

orology and Water Management National Research Institute (IMGW) using the “climate”122

package in R (Czernecki et al., 2020) and was only available for the 1966-2019. In general,123

monthly mean values for wind speed fluctuate between 0 and 4.9 m/s, being this the high-124

est mean monthly wind speed observed in Wrocław (1966-2019). In Wrocław (1966-2019)125

mean monthly sum insolation oscillate between 40.7 h in December to 206 h in August126

with annual mean 1490.62 h. Mean monthly sum of precipitation change between 25.2 mm127

in February to 89.9 mm in July with annual sum 565.6 mm, Mean monthly temperature is128

equal -0.1 °C in January and reach 19.7 °C in July, the mean annual value of air temperature129

is equal 9.6 °C130

2.2 Separation of the slow and fast signal components131

All time series are clearly non-stationary because of the presence of a long-term trend af-132

fecting the data (Fig. 1). This phenomenon is typical of climatic data at all scales, and over133

the period of available measurements is considered an evidence of changes occurring in the134

Anthropocene (Brönnimann et al., 2019). Each data series was further decomposed by sep-135

arating the slow component, xs(t) representing the non-linear, long-term trend from the fast136

component, x f (t), which represents the seasonal and the stochastic components affecting137

each meteorological variable (Brockwell and Davis, 2016)138

x(t) = xs(t)+ x f (t). (1)

https://dane.imgw.pl/
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The long-term trend xs(t) was obtained by first performing a ten-years moving average139

with symmetric window, and then a frequency (i.e., Fourier) analysis of the resulting signals,140

which enhanced the dominant frequency still affecting all data series. The moving averaged141

data was then filtered at that identified frequency by using a low-pass Butterworth algorithm.142

This produced the data series xs(t) with which the original data were eventually detrended143

from the slow component.144

The fast component, x f (t), thus resulted from removing the slow component from the145

original data. However, x f (t) still accounts for yearly seasonal (i.e. periodic) variability146

x fp(t) affecting both the mean and the variance, and monthly correlated fluctuations x fc(t),147

so that the original data was further decomposed as148

x(t) = xs(t)+ x f (t) = xs(t)+ x fp(t)+ x fc(t), (2)

as described in the next paragraph.149

2.3 Modeling the fast component x f (t)150

Seasonal fluctuations x fs(t) were very well described by the monthly mean of the long-151

term detrended data, and so additionally removed from the detrended data in order to ob-152

tain x fc(t). Notice, that this data series, although stationary, potentially still contains some153

temporal correlation emerging from both spatial and temporal meteorological circulation154

dynamics in the atmosphere. Therefore, x fc(t) was still further decomposed into a determin-155

istic and a stochastic fluctuation representing the intrinsic noise resulting from such complex156

dynamics. The time series x fc(t) was then standardized, i.e. by subtracting the mean and by157

dividing by its standard deviation, to obtain a series x′fc(t) having zero mean and unit vari-158

ance. As the temporal correlation affecting the standardised data had almost an exponential159

decreasing structure, we opted to remove it by means of linear stochastic models, e.g. like160

the AutoRegressive AR(p) model of pth-order (Eq. 3) (Maidment et al., 1993; Salas et al.,161

1985; Haltiner and Salas, 1988)162

x′fc(t) =
p

∑
j=1

φ j(x′fc(t− j)−µ)+ εt , (3)

with p autoregressive parameters φ(1), ...,φ(p). The noise εt in Eq. (3) is an uncorrelated163

gaussian process with zero mean and unit variance (Maidment et al., 1993). The data was164

checked for the most suitable AR model order by computing the sample autocorrelation165

(ACF) and the partial autocorrelation functions (PACF) (Brockwell and Davis, 2016), whose166

expressions are well known and will here be omitted. The most suitable AR model for each167

time series was then tested to remove any correlation in the residuals, and later used for168

generating statistically equivalent time series as well for forecasting purposes (Brockwell169

and Davis, 2016).170

2.4 Modeling the slow component xs(t)171

The long-term trend, xs(t) affecting each data series led us hypothesize the presence of a172

low-dimensional dynamics linking the three variables, sunshine duration, precipitation and173
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air temperature at such time scales. This is motivated by the fact that sunshine duration gov-174

erns soil-atmosphere heat exchange processes, evapotranspiration among which drives pre-175

cipitation depending on air temperature conditions, which all feedback on sunshine duration.176

At large time scales, one would therefore expect that such three variables may well represent177

the average status of the climate of the region and can therefore be adopted as state variables178

of the dynamical system. In turn, this motivates the seek of a dynamical model mimicking179

the data that may help understanding toward which long-term dynamics the system is point-180

ing. We therefore adopted a dynamical systems type of approach and hypothesized that such181

a (climate) system is currently being evolving along a non-stationary trajectory as a result182

of the 3-dimensional autonomous system of Ordinary Differential Equation (ODEs)183 
ẋ = fs(x,y,z)
ẏ = fp(x,y,z)
ż = fT (x,y,z)

, (4)

where x(t), y(t) and z(t) are sunshine duration, precipitation, and air temperature, re-184

spectively and t is time. In particular, the three scalar functions were chosen in the form of a185

simple complete 3-order polynomial186 
ẋ = c1,1 + c1,2x+ c1,3y+ c1,4z+ ...+ c1,20z3

ẏ = c2,1 + c2,2x+ c2,3y+ c2,4z+ ...+ c2,20z3

ż = c3,1 + c3,2x+ c3,3y+ c3,4z+ ...+ c3,20z3
, (5)

where ci,k are the coefficients to be optimized. For the optimization process of such a187

strongly nonlinear system we appealed to a system identification techniques working in the188

phase space and named "Trajectory Method" (Eisenhammer et al., 1991; Perona et al., 2000).189

This methodology compares the model performance against the observed system trajectory190

in the phase space x(t),y(t),z(t) and for each component builds the quality function191

Qi =
jmax

∑
j=1

lmax

∑
l=1
||xi

m(t j +4tl)− xi
r(t j +4tl))||, (6)

for jmax initial conditions taken on the observed variable xr(t) and let the model variable192

xm(t) to evolve for a time tl = ∆ t2l−1,(l,1..lmax) (e.g., see Perona et al. (2000) for details).193

Optimum values of the coefficients ci,k are then obtained through a minimization process of194

quality function (Eq. 6) using the least-squares method (Eisenhammer et al., 1991; Perona195

et al., 2000). When the level of noise in the observed data is not too high, then the model196

would converge ideally by switching off those coefficients corresponding to the monomial197

terms that do not contribute to the dynamics (Perona et al., 2000). This methodology is198

very robust against model instabilities and has successfully been applied to model several199

processes in nature (Perona et al., 1998, 2001; Perona and Burlando, 2008). We study the200

model dynamics from a more analytical point of view by restricting our analysis to the201

equilibrium points and their linear stability. By definition, equilibrium points correspond202

to the points in the state space where temporal derivatives of the flow nullify. Therefore,203

equilibrium points can be found by solving the algebraic system204 
fs(x,y,z) = 0
fp(x,y,z) = 0
fT (x,y,z) = 0.

(7)
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From a geometrical point of view, such points are found at the intersection of the curves205

where each flow component has null time derivative (isoclines). In order to inquire the sta-206

bility of equilibrium points we performed a linear stability analysis, whose details can be207

found in any analytical mechanics books, e.g. see (Strogatz, 2018) Here it suffices to recall208

that the main steps of the linear stability analysis are to first linearize the model (Eq. 5)209

and then to calculate the corresponding eigenvalues of the matrix of the first order partial210

derivatives (Jacobian matrix) at each equilibrium point. The sign (i.e., positive or negative)211

and the domain (i.e., real or imaginary) of the eigenvalues define the stability properties of212

the equilibrium point along the principal axes of the phase space.213

2.5 Universal Thermal Climate Index - UTCI214

UTCI is the common index used to assess bioclimatic conditions because of its general215

applicability across the year (Havenith et al., 2012). The variability of UTCI describes hot216

and cold human comfort responses on outdoor environment. Because of its definition, the217

UTCI is the most comprehensive index involving parameters such as air temperature (T),218

wind speed (v), water vapour pressure (e) and mean radiant temperature (Tmrt ) (Fiala et al.,219

2012),220

UTCI = f (T,v,e,Tmrt). (8)

Water vapour pressure and mean radiant temperature can be calculated from sunshine221

duration, precipitation and mean air temperature, whereas wind speed is generically assumed222

constant and used as a sensitivity parameter. In particular, mean radiant temperature, Tmrt ,223

was calculated from sunshine duration by using the SolAlt formula from MENEX 2005224

(Błażejczyk, 2005) and implemented in the Bioklima software (Błażejczyk, 1996):225

Tmrt = (
R

Irc +0.5Lg +0.5La

sh ·σ
)0.25−273. (9)

In eq. (9), R is absorbed solar radiation (W ·m−2), Irc is the coefficient reducing convective226

and radiative heat transfer through clothing, Lg is ground radiation (W ·m−2), La is atmo-227

sphere back radiation (W ·m−2), sh - emissivity coefficient for humans (0.95) and σ is the228

Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.667 · 10−8 W·m−2 ·K−4). Absorbed solar radiation (R) was229

calculated using the SolAlt model based on cloudiness (N [%]) and position of the Sun (hSl230

[°]) and detailed formulas are published Błażejczyk (2005). For monthly data the position231

of the Sun was taken from the middle position in each month. The water vapour pressure for232

the data was reconstructed and homogenized following Bryś and Bryś (2010b) and modelled233

using Tetens’ formula (Tetens, 1930).234

Eventually, mean monthly values of the independent variables defining the UTCI, were235

all inside the range of the limiting conditions of applicability so that the UTCI could easily236

be computed using the Bioklima software (Havenith et al., 2012).237

Our data analysis and modelling of sunshine duration, precipitation and temperature was238

then useful to obtain projections of such variables at long-term, and then the UTCI of the239

region. In particular, this was done by generating synthetic data from re-aggregation of the240

slow and the fast components, i.e. as per Eq.(2).241

In order to analyze the sensitivity of the UTCI model to wind speed conditions, we used242

0.5, 1, and 5 m/s. For this wind speed scenarios we both reconstructed UTCI values for the243

117 years of available data and performed long-term calculations in order to explore UTCI244

variability at long term.245
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3 Results246

3.1 Signal decomposition: the slow and the fast components247

Figure 2 shows the long-term trends (red curves) that emerged for each time series as a result248

of the moving average and the Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutting frequency of 0.0038249

Month−1. After removing the small artificial delay introduced by the moving average and the250

filter, the trend was adopted as slow component and removed from the original data in order251

to make them stationary. Whilst the trend behaviour for sunshine duration and precipitation252

appear fluctuating almost with zero mean, the one for temperature clearly shows a positive253

drift affecting the last years of the series in agreement with climate observations of ongoing254

changes. The relatively clear behaviour of the three series leaves also to suppose the presence255

of a low-dimensional dynamics underneath the data and linking such three climatic variables256

in a deterministic fashion. This aspect will be further addressed in section 3.2 ahead.257

Fig. 2 Ten years moving average (blue line) and non-linear trend (dashed red line) obtained from filtering
the moving averaged data with a Butterworth low-pass filter.

After removing the trend, the resulting time series x f (t) was de-seasonalized and then258

standardized to obtain x′f (t) (Figure 3, mid panels). Both sunshine duration and precipitation259

show the presence of a weak but statistically significant temporal autocorrelation, which260

indicates that fluctuations in the series do not have a completely random (i.e., white noise)261

origin, but still present a deterministic dependency on previous data back to some time lag262

and only statistically non-significant residual oscillations (Fig 3 top panels). In particular,263

sunshine duration shows a significant correlation with previous data up to lag 1, precipitation264

up to lag 2 and temperature none.265

The Autoregresive models (Eq. 3) described in Section 2 were then used (AR(1) for266

sunshine duration and AR(2) for precipitation) to remove the residual correlation, thus leav-267

ing completely uncorrelated residuals (Figure 3 lower panels). We concluded that the fast268
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Fig. 3 Autocorrelation function (ACF) of sunshine duration, precipitation and air temperature(upper) with
residuals of Autoregresive models (AR) (middle) and test of autocorrelation by ACF of residual (bottom) for
each meteorological parameter

component of such climatic time series is composed of deterministic seasonal fluctuations,269

plus colored noise that can easily be replicated or synthesized by means of simple linear270

autoregressive models.271

3.2 The slow-component as dynamical system272

The three time series forming the slow component were analyzed with the Trajectory Method273

(sec. 2.4) in order to seek for a low-dimensional dynamical system explaining the mechanis-274

tic structure underlying the data. When using a number of initial states , jmax = 48, with an275

inter-distance between them d = 7 and sequential model evolutions up to 25 data (lmax = 4)276

per each initial condition, the Trajectory Method returned a set of coefficients describing a277

stable 3D dynamical system that mimicked both the single time series and their trajectory

Fig. 4 Phase space data compared to model results of precipitation and sunshine duration (a), air temperature
precipitation (b), temperature and sunshine duration (c) and 3-dimensional phase space (d)
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in the phase space (Fig 4). It has to be stressed that the reconstruction technique was unsuc-278

cessful in the majority of the trials run by changing reconstruction parameters (3600 total279

trials). Only in about 17 cases the method returned a stable system and only in about 5 cases280

the system reproduced to some similarity the system trajectory, in some cases diverging on281

the long term. The parameter set presented here was the only one that represented a sta-282

ble dynamical system with the minimum error function. The scarcity of meaningful models283

found by the method is surprising given the elevated number of coefficient involved. Despite284

having low physical meaning, polynomial models with such a high number of coefficients285

usually guarantee a high flexibility in reproducing the observed data (Perona et al., 2000).286

To some extent this evidences the uniqueness of the model that is able to reproduce such287

a complex dynamic behaviour, as shown in Figure 4. Panels a)-d) show the projection of288

the phase space along all 2-D variable pairs as well as the 3-D phase space trajectory. The289

measured data are qualitatively well represented, although quantitatively some differences290

are clearly evident. The cumulative density functions (Fig. 5 middle) shows a very good291

estimation of precipitation but an overestimation of the air temperature values in the range292

between 8.9 and 9.1 °C (Fig. 5 right). Sunshine duration is instead underestimated in the293

range between 110 and 135 h
month (Fig. 5 left).294

Fig. 5 Cumulative density function (CDF) for the measured and modeled time-series of sunshine duration,
precipitation and air temperature in Wrocław

The underestimated values of the hours of sunshine duration are strongly related with295

the overestimated values of air temperature in last twenty years. This relationship has thus296

low physical sense, because air temperature would rise despite the less energy income from297

the Sun. Mutual strong relationship between all measured variables in the model will be298

further explained in the next section.299

Despite the lack of information of pollutant, ozone’s and other parameters that are con-300

sidered direct responsible of global warming (Stocker et al., 2013), the model shows a very301

similar behavior to the analyzed time-series in Wrocław for the last twenty years. It is there-302

fore instructive to study its dynamical properties in order to inquire the system behavior at303

long-term.304

3.3 Slow component dynamical properties: long-term attractor, equilibrium points and305

related stability306

The model of the slow component represents the dynamic behaviour of an autonomous,307

nonlinear and strongly dissipative system. Assuming that the real system is currently expe-308

riencing a transient dynamics undergoing climate changes, the model might provide some309
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insights about the asymptotic behaviour of the real system under present environmental310

constraints. In other words, the model evolution at long-term will occur towards an attrac-311

tor, that is the geometrical object in the phase space representing the topological manifold312

of the dynamics.313

From a purely numerical point of view, the model shows to converge onto a periodic314

behavior for all variables as shown from the projection of the phase space (Fig. 6a-c). In315

the phase space, this results into a 3D closed trajectory that attracts the ODEs’ system when316

started from any initial conditions taken within the ’so-called’ basin of attraction (Fig. 6d).317

To this regard, Figs. 6 show the outcome of the model after 7000 iterations, which cor-318

respond to about 583 years (117 reconstructed and 466 forecast). The length of available319

observations clearly belong to the initial transient phase of the model, which appears then320

to stabilize onto a periodic pattern after some periods (Fig. 6e). The periodicity of the oscil-321

lations is about 642 months (i.e., 53.5 years). This oscillation may be related to the Atlantic322

Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), which has an approximate periodicity ranging between323

55-80 years (see also the Discussion section ahead). The stability analysis of the model324

shows that the model has only four real equilibrium points (Sec. 2.4 Eq. 7), which are, for325

the sake of our discussion, the interesting ones (Tab. 1). Equilibrium points are shown in326

the phase space (Fig. 6d). Equilibrium points can be either stable or unstable in the sense327

that they either attract or repell model trajectories in the phase space, respectively. Tab. 1328

shows that all equilibrium points have no eigenvalues with zero real part. Mathematically,329

this ensures that all equilibrium points are ’hyperbolic’, that is the stability properties of the330

linear system are representative of those of the nonlinear one in the vicinity of the equilib-331

rium points. Moreover, all equilibrium points have at least one eigenvalue with real positive332

part, which means that all equilibrium points are unstable at least along one direction.333

In our model P1 and P4 behave as unstable focus in the (X,Y) plane, and as stable nodes334

along the Z direction. Thus, trajectories spiral away from the equilibrium point in the X,Y335

plane, whereas are straightly attracted towards the point along Z. Equilibrium point P2 is336

instead unstable in all directions. Next to point P3 trajectories will spiral toward the point in337

the X,Y plane and be straightly repelled along Z. Overall, we can therefore conclude that the338

system is locally unstable in the vicinity of the equilibrium points where trajectory would339

sooner or later drift away from the points. However, as we verified numerically, the system340

is globally stable because of the presence of the limit cycle, which is an actual invariant341

manifold of the system and result from the interplay between attraction and repellion of342

the equilibrium point along the three coordinate axes X,Y,Z. The stability properies of the343

limit cycle could be well investigated by mean of Floquet theory (Strogatz, 2018), which344

is however not object of the present work. The significance and implications for the slow345

component of the system dynamical properties presented above will be discussed in the next346

section.347

3.4 Reconstruction and prediction of bioclimatic conditions of the outdoor environment348

Assessment of outdoor environment for both the actual and modeled case was made by349

means of the UTCI, which was calculated as explained in Section 2. UTCI was calculated350

from non-linear slow component obtained from the data or from the modeled slow compo-351

nent. Values of UTCI monthly data oscillate in a range from -15 to 30 °C and both UTCI352

(i.e., from data or from modelled data) agree very well in average, which reaches about 15.2353

°C UTCI (Fig. 7 upper left). Changes of UTCI calculated from slow components are in the354

range between 10.5 and 15 °C UTCI. The mean square error (MSE) between modeled and355
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Fig. 6 Long term prediction for model in phase space’s of sunshine duration, precipitation and air temperature
(a-c), 3-d dimensional space with equilibrium points (d) and long term courses of analyze all components with
original trend (e).

Table 1 Equilibrium points and related eigenvalues defining their characteristics

Points Equilibrium points Eigenvalues

Sunshine Duration [X1] 110.481 0.0164 + 0.0133i
Precipitation [Y1] 51.145 0.0164 - 0.0133i
Temperature [Z1] 8.798 -0.0163

Sunshine Duration [X2] 125.214 0.00044 + 0.0133i
Precipitation [Y2] 47.316 0.00044 - 0.0133i
Temperature [Z2] 8.890 0.0069

Sunshine Duration [X3] 130.006 -0.0115 + 0.0206i
Precipitation [Y3] 51.314 -0.0115 - 0.0206i
Temperature [Z3] 8.378 0.0224

Sunshine Duration [X4] 138.049 0.001821 + 0.00776i
Precipitation [Y4] 47.908 0.00182 - 0.00776i
Temperature [Z4] 8.923 -0.00541

Points Characteristic

P1(X1,Y1,Z1) unstable focus in (X,Y), stable node along Z

P2(X2,Y2,Z2) unstable focus in (X,Y), unstable node along Z

P3(X3,Y3,Z3) stable focus in (X,Y), unstable node along Z

P4(X4,Y4,Z4) unstable focus in (X,Y), stable node along Z

obtained slow component from data is equal 0.076 what was also identified on a comparison356

of those time series at probability density function (Fig. 7, upper right). Comparison of 1357

m/s and 5m/s approaches was presented on the bottom panels of Figure 7. By increasing the358

wind speed the difference in compatibility between reconstructed and real data increases.359

MSE on 5 m/s scenario increase to 0.15. The differences between the subtracted and mod-360
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Fig. 7 Monthly UTCI values for 0.5 m/s scenario with comparison of probability density functions (upper
panels) with UTCI in two other scenarios (1, 5 m/s) for data and modeled slow component time series.

eled slow component in assessment of the UTCI significantly change. The most impacted361

element in shaping UTCI values is air temperature. The worst predicted temperature, with362

maximum error about 0.2 °C (Fig. 6), caused big changes in sunshine duration and precipi-363

tation mostly because scale of units. This change is less relevant in the bioclimatic outdoor364

environmental assessment then in global climate changes, where air temperature is also the365

most responsive parameter. This small variance of air temperature in the model may have366

application in reconstructing and forecasting the bioclimatic outdoor environmental condi-367

tions. Despite the annual average the long term oscillation is still visible. In the analyzed368

period 1891-2007 one sees that two minimum values occur in a range of 60-80 years. In369

order to better enhance the periodicity only one wind scenario was used for the forecast of370

the UTCI (0.5 m/s).371

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the UTCI computed from the modelled slow com-372

ponent and the observed one for lowest wind-speed scenario. Both UTCI show similar be-373

haviour and the modeled one allow for a long-term forecast of the underlying trend. Ac-374

cording to the dynamics of the slow component an oscillating trend will establish under375

the assumption that present boundary (atmospheric and environmental) conditions do not376

change.377
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Fig. 8 Long term prediction of decal variability of UTCI trend compared to data obtained from slow compo-
nent time series for the 0.5 m/s wind speed scenario.

4 Discussion378

Stochastic and deterministic approaches have been used to model environmental processes379

(Perona and Burlando, 2008; Chalfen et al., 2014; Czernecki et al., 2018; Malik et al., 2018),380

financing (Campbell et al., 1997), city transport (Kazak et al., 2017), quality assessment (De-381

Lone and McLean, 1992) and many others processes. Time series analysis of measured data382

may reveal the presence of low-dimensional deterministic behaviour in the slow component383

(e.g., the long-term trend). The corresponding dynamical system can sometimes be recon-384

structed starting from observations (Baake et al., 1992; Eisenhammer et al., 1991; Judd and385

Mees, 1995; Irving and Dewson, 1997; Perona et al., 2000, 2001). Most of such techniques386

are today included in machine learning approaches (Czernecki et al., 2018; Pilguj et al.,387

2019; Szymanowski et al., 2019).388

The effort performed here to separate all components and reconstruct their physical389

nature has shown that the fast component has the properties of a coloured noise possibly390

overlapped to a seasonal behaviour. The slow component may often hinder a dynamics with391

a more deterministic structure. Indeed, the three variables analysed here are representative392

of the average state of the climatic system, and can therefore be treated as actual state vari-393

ables responsible for the slow component. In other words, the state variables could be linked394

in a mechanistic fashion. In this study, the slow component shows a long term oscillation395

that made appealing the use of reconstruction techniques. Notably, the periodic oscillation396

that characterizes the dynamic of the reconstructed slow component would be consistent397

with well known patterns induced by the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) of 55-398

80 years (Knudsen et al., 2011; Brönnimann, 2015; Malik et al., 2018). Also, Malik et al.399

(2018) found statistical evidence that Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) has intrin-400
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sic positive correlation with solar activity. Thus, after a transitory time that started in the401

antrhopocene, the model of the slow dynamics suggests that the system will set on to a pe-402

riodic oscillation yet driven by AMO, but characterized by an offset average with respect403

to pre-anthropic conditions. The effect of anthropic actions are indeed implicitly appearing404

in the behaviour of the observed variables, which is why we adopt a dynamical system ap-405

proach that objectively aims at reconstructing the dynamics. Our model for the long-term406

trend component describes an autonomous dynamical system (i.e., a surrogate climatic sys-407

tem) out of equilibrium that shows a transient behaviour leading it to future periodic oscil-408

lations different from the past ones. Hence, the model does not show who is responsible for409

causing such a new trajectory, only it models that there is one and that this will lead to a new410

periodic equilibrium.411

The variability of the UTCI describing outdoor environment shows a systematic change412

in the duration of the oscillation over the period where observations are available. Similarly,413

difference from minimum and maximum values drastically increased as well as the time414

of these extreme periods (Fig. 8). Colder periods with average UTCI temperature lower415

than 15◦C lasted for about 40 years and after which UTCI values drastically grew at the416

beginnings of 80s. This is an effect of increased air temperature and sunshine duration which417

resulted in less frequent cloud cover (sec. 3.3). Decreasing of UTCI in present years is418

mainly caused by less frequent precipitation periods that determine air water content. In419

terms of bioclimatic outdoor environment, the Wroclaw case (central Europe climate) shows420

increasing air temperature and hours of sunshine duration, decrease a heat sensations of421

human body because of less humidity in the air. This situation might of course be different422

in other parts of the words where air humidity is already low, and air temperature is at423

different level then in Wrocław (central Europe).424

At longer term, the model suggests that the oscillating trend will set to a constant period-425

icity, and generically lower mean. This is an effect of air temperature and sunshine duration426

form the model. According to figure 6 reconstructed air temperature change in bigger os-427

cillation (having also lower values about 0.1 °C) than data. Reconstructed precipitation data428

oscillate in bigger range then raw data. In the other hand sunshine duration is overestimated.429

These small differences indicate those changes in UTCI. This was also visible in Głogowski430

et al. (2020) about the bioclimatic conditions of the Lower Silesia where UTCI was almost431

constant despite increasing air temperature. Bioclimatic conditions are "sum" of all outdoor432

environmental conditions. The changes in air temperature may be overtaken by other factors433

like humidity, solar radiation or wind speed. In this case, the model overestimates sunshine434

duration and underestimates air temperature. The amount of precipitation was reconstructed435

with the best correspondence to raw data.436

As stated in the introduction, UTCI found broad application to describe outdoor envi-437

ronmental conditions in many parts of the worlds, and may help sustaining the econmic438

growth of low-income countries Sen and Nag (2019). The technique developed in this work439

may be useful either for reconstructing past and future UTCI dynamics or to simply generate440

synthetic data for filling data gaps or for statistical analyses. Another potential application441

could be downscaling data to regions that do not possess meteorological observations.442

Perhaps in a speculative way, we attempt an interpretation of our model results keep-443

ing in mind that our model is only indirectly physically based because it entirely builds on444

the (nonlinear) information contained in observed data. As such the autonomous dynamical445

system that was reconstructed for the slow component does not include the effect of further446

forcing on the state variables. Under these premises, the data trend dynamics would sug-447

gest that present conditions would actually sit on a transient climatic trajectory, which will448

lead outdoor environmental conditions for the region to settle on a periodic long term be-449
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haviour for the trend. The persistent increase of sunshine duration and temperature averages450

will eventually feedback on precipitation. Future years may then experience a precipitation451

increase and consequent decrease of sunshine duration and temperature with some phase452

delay (already present in the observations) probably due to thermal inertia of air and water453

masses. Hence, current transient conditions clearly emerging from observations were likely454

triggered by past stress on the global climate caused by severe anthropic activities. This455

seems however to not have altered the future footprint of multidecadal oscillations (e.g.,456

AMO in particular) on the proxy climatic variables investigated here.457

5 Conclusions458

A non-linear approach (trajectory method) for reconstructing ordinary differential equations459

from data was used in this paper in order to model the slow component affecting monthly460

sunshine duration, precipitation and temperature data. The reconstructed dynamical system461

was then used to build the aggregated UTCI representing bioclimatic conditions of the out-462

door environment for the region of interest. Past and present evolution of UTCI seems to463

settle on long term 50-60 years fluctuations where an as small as 0.1 °C change of monthly464

air temperature may induce changes of monthly sum of precipitation of about 5 mm, in465

turn causing 20 hours monthly difference in sunshine duration. Globally, this behaviour was466

investigated in terms of UTCI, which is however strongly dependent on wind speed as a pa-467

rameter. The mean square error for low wind speed (0.5 m/s monthly value) values was very468

low and equal to 0.07 and for high wind speed (5 m/s monthly value) increase to 0.15. Our469

modelling approach is general and can be applied to any environment provided that long470

enough time series of measured data are available.471
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